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Stude:n t-used van fleet to be downsized,
SGA petitions against it
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel

·NSU's Physical Plant will
downsize . the number of vans
available for use by student clubs
and organizations from six to four.
The vans' current leasing option will
also be changed.
Gene Vladoiu, assistant director of
NSU's Physical Plant, said the changing
of leasing options and a partnership
with Ford and DonIen, a management
company based out of Chicago, support
NSU President George Hanbury's
vision of making NSU a nationallyrecognized premier institution.
''With the new vision, we're
trying to reduce cost in our department.
We're looking at alternatives to save
the university money," said Vladuio.
"If there is a need, we can always
increase to five or six [vans]. If we can

The Physical Plant will change leases for its entire van fleet and downsize the number of vans available
to student clubs and organizations.

manage with what we have, we'll stick
with four. It's all about saving money."
However, A.K. Bennett, senior
philosophy and legal studies major
and president of the undergraduate
SGA, said he thought only having
four vehicles was a bad idea and that

SGA voted to increase the amount of
vans at its Oct. 26 meeting.
"There is conflict that occurs
between faculty field trips and student
organizations and their trips. We don't
feel like there are enough vans for
undergraduates and graduates. Vans

Business school
implements
social
networking class
W7itten by: Rachel Friedman
NSU's H. Wayne Huizenga School of
Business and Entrepreneurship will offer a
social net}V'orking and internet marketing
course next semester.
The social media course, "Social
Networking and Internet Marketing for
Entrepreneurs," is an eight-week class,
only open to students pursuing a Masters in
Business Administration, but will be open
to undergraduate students in the future.
Dr. James Barry, associate professor
of marketing, said that besides social
networking, the course will cover search
engine marketing, blogging and techniques
for driving and capturing website traffic for
sales lead generation, lead nurturing, brand
building and customer support.
"With over 1 billion combined
Facebook, Twitter and Linkedln users,
we cannot ignore the power of today's
consumer to seek us out rather than the
reverse," said Barry. "Many local businesses

in our area are clamoring for more social
media skills as they attempt to take on
Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn for the
first time."
Barry urged the business school's
faculty and administration to incorporate the
course into the MBA curriculum, because
he said it represents a shift in traditional
marketing approaches. In a workshop he
facilitated for American Express, he said he
Witnessed the struggles corporations face in
integrating social media in marketing and
customer service.
"Social media has changed our
culture from an 'interrupting' style of
promoting marketing . messages to a
'permission' based approach to marketing
ourselves," he said.
Danielle Quincoses,
marketing
and business administration major, said
having the course was innovative and
trail-blazing.
"The decision to incorporate this
course into the curriculum was very
SEE NETWORKING CLASS 2

are reserved three or four months in
advance so students can't reserve
them on short notice," he said.
Bennett said there is now a move
to get the PANSGA, which consists
of representatives from all of NSU's
SGAs, to support the petition to
increase the number of vans available
to students. He said it will be presented
to the PANSGA next month.
If the PANSGA also votes for
the increase, that information will
be presented to Brad Williams, vice
president of Student Affairs, who
will meet with a PhYSical Plant
representative to discuss the petition
and, then, make a decision.
The current lease on the six
vans ends on Nov. 30. But Vladuio
said new vans should arrive in time
to create a seamless transfer. If
SEE VANS 2

Richard
Dreyfuss
speaks at
NSU
Written by:
Arash N asajpour
On Oct. 26, Richard Dreyfuss,
actor, writer, and activist spoke to
nearly 500 students, faculty and
guests in the Rose and Alfred Miniaci
Performing Arts Theatre, about the
importance of individual civic duties.
The speech was a part of
the Farquhar College of Arts and
Sciences' Distinguished Speaker
series, which brings influential
speakers to campus each year.
Dreyfuss spoke in detail about
the lack of civic education among
America's youth. He said in a study
of 8th graders, only half were able
to recognize America's constituSEE DREYFUSS 2
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they don't, he said the department
will hold the old vans and continue
paying monthly until the new
vans arrive.
Vladuio said the partnership
with Ford and Dolllen allows NSU
to lease vehicles with no stipulations
and with discounts.
"I order the vehicles straight
from the factory and Ford gives us a
discount, as well as Donlen. We pay
even less than what the dealer pays,"
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said Vladuio.
Doolen will help the department
to save more money because Vladuio
can now monitor the entire fleet from
his computer. From one dashboard,
he sees all the information about
the vehicles, like the miles per
gallon and the preventative maintenance needed.
"I can also open every vehicle
and see its maintenance, fuel, billing.
I can see how many gallons someone

put in for fuel, where he fueled up,
how much it cost," he said.
Vladuio said these options
will help monitor the vehicles' use
and ensure that they are being used
within university regulations.
"[This
helps
prevents]
fraudulent activity on the gas cards.
It probably happened before, but no
one was looking. Now I can pinpoint,
based on gas consumption, the things
that don't make sense," he said.

savvy] today. With technology
revolutionizing our world, it is
essential knowledge for the business field."

smart," she said.
Erica Laceria, marketing and
management major, said, "Most jobs
are requiring it [to be technologically
DREYFUSS from 1

tional rights.
"We need to teach our youth
how to run our government before
someone else does," he said.
Andrew Derbyshire, junior,
legal studies major, said, "Richard
Dreyfuss brought to attention the
power of the common man and the
necessity to re-educate our youth.
Our youth, today, lack the tools to
run this nation. Our schools need to
establish truth in the curriculum, and
with truth comes knowledge. With
knowledge comes power."
Jonathon Benjamin Lenett.

Sophomore, international studies
major, said he enjoyed Dreyfuss' humor.
"I thought it was great how
he came in with some of his jokes.
You know, it is very important, I
believe, for a public speaker to get
the audience to pay attention to what
the speaker has to say."
The
next
distinguished
speaker will be Elizabeth Loftus.
psychologist and professor at the
University of California - Irvine.
She will speak on Feb. 9.

NSU hosts Out
of the Darkness
Walk to raise
Channel 96
suicide awareness that's all you need to know.
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Participants at last year's Out of the Darkness Walk. More than 400 participants walked around NSU's campus in memory of those who lost their lives to suicide.

Written by:
Victoria Rajkwnar
The Out of the Darkness Walk
for suicide prevention will be held at
NSU on Nov. 20.
The 3-5K walk benefits the
American Foundation for Suicide
Prevention. NSU's Lambda Theta
Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. hosted
the event for the last three years and
has raised more than $40,000 for
the organization.
The
vice
president
and
recruitment chair of Lambda Theta
Alpha Latin Sorority, Inc. Laura
Villafane, junior biology major, is the
chairperson for the Out of the Darkness
Walk. She said Lambda Theta Alpha
has won several recognitions for their
involvement in the walk.
"It is our biggest walk. Every
year we have about 300-400 walkers,
which includes both the NSU and
Broward community," she said. "By
raising funds, we are assisting the
American Foundation of Suicide
Prevention in its efforts to fund
research and establish programs that
will educate the public on ways that
they can prevent suicide and save

lives, advocate for mental health
issues, and assist survivors of suicide
loss," said Villafane.
HeHit Biehl, graduate assistant
for Training and Development in
the Office of Residential Life and
Housing lost her younger sister to
suicide in 2004. She participates
in the walk each year in honor of
her sister.
"I know when my sister started
. sharing with my family that she was
depressed my family didn't want to
talk about it at first. They kind of kept
it undercover, and it was unfortunate
for her because she felt that she had
this awful disease and she couldn't
share how she felt," said Biehl.
Biehl thinks it is vital for
people to understand that there are
resources available to help them
break free from their depression.
"We want to break the
stereotype and stigma of being
'crazy' just because you may have
suicidal thoughts," she said. "We
want to have an open venue for
discussion because we don't want
people to feel that they're alone. To
me, it's about love. I don't want to
see anyone suffer and if showing

up helps then I say 'do it'. It's the
humane thing to do."
The walk usually takes less than
an hour and guests are welcomed
back to the starting area for
entertainment like poetry readings,
speeches, and songs sung by various
NSU organizations.
Villafane said, "Last year we
had the nursing students do face
painting for the kids. It was really
nice. The kids especially love the
butterfly launch, which takes place
after the event."
The event's coordinators also
plan to have a microphone set up so
people can speak about the person
they are walking for.
The event is free and open
to the public. Registration begins
at 8 a.m. in front of the Rose and
Alfred Miniaci Performing Arts
Theatre, and the walk starts at 9 a.m.
Breakfast will be provided before the
walk and various water stations will
be available throughout the course.
To register or to donate to the
Out of the Darkness Community
Walk, visit www.outoftedarkness.org
or call (954)262-7482.
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News
Briefs
Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation
recognized for philanthropic work

The Fort Lauderdale!Broward
Chapter of the Association
of Fundraising
Professionals
announced the outstanding organizations and individuals who
will be honored at the 2011
National Philanthropy Luncheon,
an
event
honoring
area
philanthropists. The Guy Harvey
Ocean Foundation was awarded
Outstanding Foundation during
National Philanthropy Day, part
of AFP 's worldwide celebration
of philanthropy during the month
of November. Over the past
23 years, the Fort Lauderdale!
Broward chapter has honored
more than 100 individuals and
organizations for their significant
philanthropic contributions to the
local community.
Michelle Obama will be in Davie

Michelle Obama will be in
Davie on Oct. 27, following a
day of campaign fundraising in
Jacksonville and Tampa, for a
dinner and reception to help the
president's re-election. The event
will be at the Signature Grand and
tickets start at $500. This will be
her first visit to Broward County.

I
I
)
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Smoking ban lifted for Florida
prison employees

This month , prison officials lifted
a smoking ban in Florida prisons.
Now, prison officers, employees
and visitors can smoke outside
of plain view of inmates. The
decision was made by Correction
Secretary Ken Tucker after
resistance
from
the
union
representing correctional officers.
The ban had been placed by
former prison chief Ed Bus, who
was replaced with Tucker by Gov.
Rick Scott in August.

Channel 96
•
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State law to drug test for welfare
applicants temporarily blocked

your dorm

On Oct. 24, a federal judge issued
a temporary injunction, blocking a
state law, which requires welfare
applicants to pass drug tests
before receiving funds. Judge
Mary Scriven ruled that the law
could infringe on applicants' Fourth
Amendment right, which prohibits
iUegal search and seizure. The law
was signed into measure by Gov.
Rick Scott on May 31 and testing
began in mid-July. Nearly 1,600
applicants have refused the test
since the law was enacted.
Libya declared liberated

"Watch SUTV Now"
under the
Community Tab in
your SharkLink!

On Oct. 23, following the death of
Muammar Gaddafi, Libya's interim
leaders declared the nation's
freedom . Elections will follow in the
coming months to elect a congress
that will create a constitution for the
new Libyan govemment.
Jurors' names revealed from
the Casey Anthony trial

On Oct. 25, the jurors' names
from the Casey Anthony trial were
released to the public. None of the
jurors, all Pinella's county residents,
were obligated to discuss the case
with the media. The juror rendered
a controversial not-guilty verdict of
Anthony, who was accused of killing
her 2-year-old daughter Caylee.
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Need elective ideas
for next semester?
Look no further
Written QY:
Alyssa Sterkel

There are hundreds of courses
listed for next semester, but what
student has time to look through
them all? Oh, wait, that would be
me. I searched to find you the most
exciting electives for next semester
and here they are.
If you're creative, you can take
Introduction to Drawing, Digital
Photography or Graphic Design I
next semester. In Intro to Drawing,
you will develop your drawing skills
and learn how to use various studio
materials and drawing techniques.
This class is also a prerequisite for
other courses, like Life Drawing.
In Digital Photography, you'll
leam the basic prindples of photography
and digital imaging, like the effect of
the shutter and aperture, exposure and
camera operation. You'll need a DSLR
camera, and if you already have one,
this class will help you hone your craft.
Graphic Design I is an intro
course that teaches students current
industry-standard software
and
technology, design aesthetics and
historical and conceptual issues.
If you like to shake your groove
"thang," beginning dance classes like
Ballet I, Jazz Dance I, and Modern

~iary

Dance I are for you. No prerequisites
are required for these classes,
but loving dance is an obvious
must. These three courses are also
prerequisites for classes in the future
so if you want to take a dance class
every semester, start now.
If you want to dive right into
the Humanities, you can take The
Vampire, Asian Thought or American
Transcendentalism. In The Vampire,
you'll learn about the development
of the vampire tradition, artistic
representations of the vampire and
explanations of the phenomenon. In
Asian Thought, you'll learn about
religious and philosophical systems of
Asia, like karma, reincamation and the
paths of enlightenment. In American
Transcendentalism, you'll learn about
this movement in the u.s. and the
geographical and philosophical ideas
that framed the movement.
If you want to expose yourself
to different topics, try Introduction
to Film, Introduction to Gerontology
or Introduction to Urban Studies. In
Introduction to Film, you'll learn
film history and technological,
aesthetic and social elements of
film. In Introduction to Gerontology,
you'll learn about the aging
demographic,and health care. In
Introduction to Urban Studies, you'll
learn about urban life in America and

Canada and how the city is important
to modern existence.
If you've always wanted to
play an instrument or learn how
to sing, Piano I, Beginning Guitar
Class and Beginning Voice are the
classes for you. In Piano I, you'll
develop keyboard proficiency while
learning about aural and written
theory. In Beginning Guitar Class,
you'll learn basic rhythmic patterns,
scales, standard chord sequences
and progressions for an electric or
acoustic guitar player. In Beginning
Voice, you'll develop fundamental
vocal skills and techniques.
If you've always had a desire
to act, Acting I, Performance for
Film and Television and Voice and
Movement are the classes for you.
In Acting I, you'll learn fundamental
acting skills and techniques. In
Performance for Film and Television,
you'll learn how to perform for
a film, television or broadcasting
field. In Voice and Movement, you'll
study techniques like breathing and
stage blocking, to develop a cohesive
voice and movement skill.
No matter what interests you
have, NSU has a great selection of
courses for next semester. Don't
be scared to take a class you know
nothing about because you may find
something you love.

matter how you
spin it, RadioX
has you covered.
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Written Qy:
Rojeanna Auriel Hall
Rojeanna Auriel Hall, who prefers to go by
Auriel, is a freshman business administration
major. She believes people should live life to the
fullest because you never know when it's going
to end. She also thinks people should always be
courteous to others because one day those people
may help you. Auriel loves taking pictures and
capturing the moments in time since memories
are beautiful things. She also loves drawing,
painting, eating sushi, hanging out with her
family and friends and watching movies. She
dislikes rude people, greedy people and bugs.

I was born with cystic fibrosis, a
genetic disease that makes it harder for me
to breathe and gain weight because my body
overproduces mucus, which clogs ducts in my
lungs, pancreas and other organs.
My day consists of doing three aerosol
treatments in the morning to break up the mucus
that is in my lUngs. I take multiple vitamins,
antibiotics and nose sprays all day to keep me
from contracting infections orinflarnmation.
When I eat meals, I take five pills that
replicate enzymes which will break down my
food so my body consumes the nutrients. The
mucus blocks my pancreas and keeps me from
absorbing nutrients naturally and keeps me
from maintaining a healthy weight.
I burn calories fast. I often snack
throughout the day to consume extra calories.

I think of my metabolism as two hamsters
running on a wheel. At night, I do an additional
three aerosols, medication and I put on a vest
that literally shakes my lungs so that I can
bring up the gunk from my lungs. Yes, this is
all time consuming and annoying, but it keeps
me healthy. If I didn't do any of my treatments
I would wind up in the hospital, which is
beyond annoying.
I am, though, hospitalized once a year for
14 days to do a series of blood tests, CAT scans,
MRIs, antibiotics via IV and ultrasounds. At
the hospital, I also do aerosol and respiratory
treatments for my lungs.
When I was younger, my doctor dedded to
feed me via a stomach tube called a "G-button."
A gastrostomy button was placed in my
stomach through an indsion in my stomach and
abdominal wall and stitched into place. With the
"G-button," I could eat during the day and feed
through the tube at night so I could get more
nutrition. Luckily, I gained enough weight so I
don't have to do that anymore.
The hospital staff is like my second
family and they still remember me. My older
sister and my younger brother also have cystic
fibrosis and we are each other's support system.
Sometimes we are in the hospital at the same
time. My sister had a tougher tribulation, two
double lung transplants, and my little brother
had an intestine blockage when he was bom.
However, I am happy to say now that they have
climbed their hill and are doing moderately OK.
I'm sometimes oblivious when I have

a cold or infection. I am so
used to coughing that I don't
realize when I am coughing
more than usual until a family
member mentions it. I go to
my pulmonologist every three
months for a check up on my
weight and lung function. My
doctor appointments aren't
short; they actually take 3-4
hours because my doctor is very
thorough. I'm not complaining.
I would rather he find out what
is bothering me than skipping
small symptoms which can lead
to huge problems.
I do feel out of the loop
at school because I often miss

HALL

Auriel Hall was born with cystic fibrosis. but she doesn' let this disease affect her spirit
or desire to live life to the fullest.

days when I am pretty much
coughing up a lung at night or staying inside
due to weather. But, all of this makes me who I
am today. Cold weather can affect how I breathe
because of the thin, crisp air; and when it's too
hot out, my lungs clog up.
I remember staying home from school
when I was younger on days when there was
smoke outside from fires or the cold weather.
When I was younger, I was happy to get a
day off from school, but when I got older, I
regretted it because I wouldn't get to hang out
with my friends. I would miss an " inside" joke
or event that happened at school.
---..\
However, when it came to school work, I
did well for being absent 50 percent of the time.

I always got my makeup assignments from my
teachers and tried to do them in a timely manner.
I had help from teachers and peers when it was
difficult, but, nonetheless, got them done. The
hospitals now have a teacher assigned to the
floor to assist patients with their assignments. I
was a B average student and proud.
My illness does not define me. I can
do most activities like other people. I may
have trouble walking or climbing a staircase
but I am just as good as ~nother peer. I had
exceeded some expectations of cystic fibrosis.
I made it to college. I live on my own. I am not
in the hospital 24/7. I'd say I'm doing pretty
darn good.
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Ne'e d Gas? The Most Involved
Commuter Contest will help you
Written by:
Alyssa St e rkel
The Office of Student Orientation
and Commuter Student Involvement
started a contest this semester called
the Most Involved Commuter Contest,
which recognizes the most involved
commuter each month.
The student who attends the
most events during the month wins a
$50 gas gift card.
"The reason we're stressing
involvement so much is because we
know that students who are more
involved, engaged and connected
to the campus community are more
successful in their academics and
stay longer and have higher rates
of success after graduation," said
Stefani Kasven, graduate assistant of
commuter student involvement,
Kasven said the gas gift card is a
great incentive that has practical use
since all commuters need to put gas

in their cars.
"We want to support the fact that
they're coming here and help them
get here. Gas is expensive so we're
recognizing the fact that they're
making that commitment by offering
something to them," said Kasven.
Crystal Andrews, first-year
graduate student in the accounting
program, thinks the contest is a
positive way to get students involved
and that the gas gift card is a
great incentive.
"Gas prices are going up almost
every single day, so any money that
can be put toward gas is great, and,
given that we're commuter students,
it makes sense," she said.
The contest's first winner
was Vincent Comito, freshman
biology major, and Kasven said he
was not only the most involved in
the incoming class, but the most
involved undergraduate.

Students thought Comito was a
resident because he was on campus
so often he said.
"I don't live that far from
campus, so it's easy to stay here. I
just stayed all day and went to all
the events because I had nothing else
to do. I wanted to meet new people
because it's my first year on campus.
I thought it' d be fun, " said Comito.
Comito said he was happy to
receive the gift card since gas money
helps, but the prize was a secondary
thing. He planned on going to the
events regardless.
"It's good to be involved. You
need to have a balance between your
social life and your school work.
All I'd be doing is going to campus
and going home. That's not what
you should do. You should enjoy
college," said Comito.
Kasven hopes the competition
for the prize will help students become

Homecoming:
How it all began
Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel
In 1983, homecoming was born at
NSU and it all started with one dance.
Brad Williams, vice-president
of Student Affairs, who has been at
NSU since 1988, said homecoming
consisted of just a dance that was
held after a men's basketball game.
"Homecoming was just a short
amount of time and there wasn' t
the bigness to what it is now. But
it was still fun. People enjoyed
homecoming," he said.
Williams said he's seen
homecoming slowly expand from
one day, to two days, to three days,
then to one week.
Events in the past have included
golf tournaments, alumni baseball
games, and bed races. But these
events, like many others, only had a
short life span at NSU, said Williams.
However, some events have
been a mainstay at NSU, like the
"Anything Floats" raft races, Flight
Deck Follies and the crowning of the
homecoming king and queen.
This year will be the 20th
annual "Anything Floats" raft races.
Williams said the idea started in
1991 after a few students stared at
Gold Circle Lake and thought about
what it could be used for. The first
race only included seven rafts.
"At the first raft race, students
started the race at the Gold Circle
Lake, but they would go down the
whole lake, and, at this 'time, the
library didn' t exist. There was just a
tiny road that went all the way across
and on both sides of the road was the
Gold Circle Lake," said Williams.
Students would paddle across the
lake, pull their rafts out, put them back
in the lake and go all the way around
the university school and end where
the Miami Dolphins now practice.

where people were standing outside,
"Students were exhausted by the
watching through the windows. It
time they got to the end of the race.
was a very well put on production
It was hilarious," said Williams. "As
from Student Activities and is one
the university started to grow and
of the events that show shark pride
when they built the library, students
through homecoming every year,"
couldn't carry rafts a hundred yards.
said Schemtob.
We started going down and around
The first Homecoming Tailgate
the lake. It was fun and I've seen
started in 2007, the year the Don
amazing rafts over the years."
Taft University Center was built.
This year, there are 40 teams
partcipating in the raft races.
Schemtob, who helped plan this
Josh Matthews, junior biology
year's tailgate, said she loves this
event because it gets the excitement
major and president of the Rotaract
of homecoming week going.
club, said he enjoys the raft races
"The feeling in the air at the
because it brings a sense of tradition
tailgate is electric. I also love the part
to the school.
"It's something to build . of the tailgate where you get to shoot
a basketball to win a homecoming
our school upon. It gets all the
shirt. This year's homecoming shirt
organizations out and on campus and
is awesome and I'm excited to win
it brings a large crowd every year,"
one," she said.
he said.
The longest running tradition of
Flight Deck Follies is another
homecoming is the dance. However,
long-standing tradition at NSU. It
in 1991 the dance was surrounded
started in 1992, said Williams, but
by scandal. That year, NSU was
it used to be aligned with Women's
still known as the university's
History Month in March, not
former mascot, the Knights. The
homecoming week. It was held in the
Campus Programming Board (now
old Flight Deck, which was located
the SEAboard) rented a 6'4" statue
in Rosenthal building and the event
of ' a knight as decoration for the
raised money for the organization,
dance. Williams said it looked cool.
Women in Distress.
However, the next day he received
, Williams said, ''We charged $1 to
a phone call from the rental agency
get in and held a comedy competition
asking for it. It had not been returned.
for women called the Funniest Woman
A student had stolen the $2,700 statue.
at NSU. It was like the Last Shark
"It was a huge scandal. There
Standing where they had to do 3-5
were only Founders, Vettel and CLC
minutes of standup comedy."
[residence halls] back then and we
Flight Deck Follies now
looked in every room under beds and
features men from NSU clubs and
still to this day we never found the
organizations who dress in women's
clothing for a beauty pageant and a ·knight. Public safety put out an APB
because that was a lot of mone·y for
grand prize.
us back in the day," he said.
Brittany Schemtob, junior
This year, homecoming is Nov.
psychology major, said she is a huge
2 - 5. The full schedule is available
fan of Flight Deck Follies because it
at
http://nsunews.nova.edulmarkgives students a chance to be goofy
calendar-homecoming-2011/.
and compete against each other.
"I was there last year and the
Flight Deck was packed to the point

involved since there are so many
opportunities for them on campus.
"There are so many wonderful
events and activities going on around
campus, and we just want to see as
many commuter students involved
as possible. We really want students
to find something that meets their
needs. So the more we can encourage
involvement, the more success we'll
have with getting them out there,"
she said.
Marilyn
Johnson,
senior
communication studies major, wishes
she could see more involvement with
commuters on campus.
"I think this contest will
encourage students because you '
have to have a little incentive. Then,
once they come and see what's going
on, they may just come on their own
because it's fun," she said.

The commuter student who attends the most
events in a given month will win a $50 gas gift
card .

The Most Involved Commuter
Contest is open to any undergraduate
commuter student who swipes his or
her shark card or signs in at an event.
The winner will be announced on
the Office of Student Orientation and
Commuter Student Involvement's
website and each winner will be called.
October's winner will be
announced before November 15.

-. October
events by students, for students & November
Thursday, Nov. 3
Homecoming Bash 2011 » 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. Opium
Nightclub
Sponsored by the Undergraduate SGA
Tickets on sale online at https:llwww.nova.edu/webforms/
studentaffairs/homecomingdance/index.html
Contact: Gabrielle Devove, gdevove@nova.edu

Friday, Nov. 4
Raft Races» 3:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. Gold Circle Lake
Sponsored by the Undergraduate SGA
Homemade raft race for student organizations for a chance to win
$1000, $soo, and $250. Register at http://www.nova.edu/
safspecialevents/homecoming/index.html '
Contact: Contact: Gabrielle Devove, gdevove@nova.edu

Friday, Nov. 11
Charity date auction» 7 p.m. - 10 p.m. Don Taft University
Center Pit
Sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega
All proceeds from event goes to the Make a Wish foundation.
Contact: Yessica Giraldo, gyessica@nova.edu

Friday night dinner » 5:30 p.m. 8280 Griffin Rd. Davie, FL
33328
Sponsored by Chabad at Nova
Free dinner with Chabad at Nova, a Jewish organization on campus.
All NSU students are welcome.
Contact: Chaya Posner, posnerc@nova.edu

Bowling tournament » 6:30 p.m. - 9 p.m. Sparez, 5325
South University Dr.
Sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi, NSU's professional business
fraternity
The event is open to all. Price: $1S per person for a group of six
(includes shoes, lane for two hours, pizza and large drink).
Contact: Darwin Lopez, DL786@nova.edu.

l

Saturday, Nov. 13
Charity Mehla 2011 » 6 p.m. - 11 p.m. Don Taft University
Center
Sponsored by the Pakistani Student Association
Registra~ion is Oct. 20 to Nov. 4 in the HPD cafeteria.
A night full of fun and entertainment with Pakistani and Indian
foods and henna tattoos.

Saturday, Nov. 19
Glucose Games -

Flag football tournament » 10 a.m. - 4

p.m. Intra murals fields
Sponsored by American Pharmacists Association-Academy of
Student Pharmacists (APHA-ASP)
Registration is Oct. 20 to Nov. 4 in the HPD cafeteria.
Contact Danielle Padgett, dpadgett@nova.edu

Submit your student club or organization's eve nts fo r
the Onshore calendar by e mailing: trail@nova.edu.
Only events for stude nts, by students acce pted.
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Women's basketball
gears up
for new season
Written by:
Kevin Preciado
Nov. 11 marks the beginning of
a new era for your Lady Sharks as
LeAnn Freeland will make her headcoaching debut at NSU when the
team takes on Valdosta State. After
finishing with a 14-13 record last
season, Freeland and the rest of the
team are excited to hit the court.
"Their passion for the game, I
would say that stands out more than
anything." said Freeland. "They
really love basketball, and it means
a lot to them that they're good, and
that means they will be good."
Jada Buckner, senior guard,
has taken notice of the energy and
hunger of this year's squad.
"[The one thing that's caught
my attention is] the paSSion, and I
notice that when we condition. When
she breaks it off into two teams,
nobody wants to lose. We're diving.
We're pushing each other. We have
a will to win that is above everybody
else's, second to none."
Freeland recruited three players
in the offseason: Danielle Robinson,
freshman guard; Taylor Kramer,
freshman guard and Meixandra Porter,
junior guard. Porter, who transferred
from Colorado State, said she likes the
family-like atmosphere of the team.
"A few days ago I got hit on
the nose and I had to go to the ER
just to make sure everything was
OK. My teammates were texting
me, and they wanted to go with me,

";: ,,,, -
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ON THE BENCH
Commentary by:

Kevin Preciado

No hOOlecoOling
gaOle, no bueno
don't know about you, but
when I think of homecoming, there
are several things that come to mind
such as homecoming king and queen,
a dance and a football game.
Well, NSU doesn't have a
football team, and that's fine. I
can live with that. For NSU's
homecoming game, a basketball
or
volleyball
match
""ould
suffice. However, there won't be
a homeCOming game at NSU this
year. That's right. No homecoming
game this year. My question is
simple. Why?
It's no secret the fan support
for NSU athletics isn't at the level
it should be, but the one game

guaranteed to draw a large crowd
isn't even going to happen. Did
you know the largest crowd for
an athletic event at NSU last year
was our homecoming game? This
game had an attendance of 708. The
average attendance for last season's
home basketball games was 192.
For a univerSity that already
lacks school spirit, this is definitely
not going to help things. Why would
you schedule homecoming week
when there were no athletic events
happening at NSU? Everyone looks
forward to a homecoming game, even
non-sports enthusiasts. Hopefully this
doesn't happen again. Our athletes
deserve a homecoming game.

COURTESY OF NSU SPORTS INFORMATION

Jada Buckner, #22 at a recent basketball game.

and that's something I've never had
in my basketball career. For me to
have that, and it to be genuine, it just
means so much to me," said Porter.
Freeland said she is interested
in seeing how the team will perform
in the first game of the season. She
wants the team to lead the conference
in defense and rebounding. She
believes the team can achieve
this goal if they continue to have
enthusiasm throughout the season.

"I want us to maintain the
positive energy we have throughout
the whole season," she said. "I
want [us] to be all-in as a unit and
to continue to improve every day.
If we are able to do those things,
opportunities like a conference
championship and an NCAA
appearance will come naturally."
The first six games of the season
will be at home.

Quality f, od) gr at taste, fast.
frie dty, and courteous service

7750 Nova Drive, Bay 5 Davie, FL 33324(954) 306 - 6655 • www.havanacoffeecompany.com

http://www.nova.edu/radiox
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Swimming and Diving:
Short but sweet history

..

It's been
that shark
smell a drop
blood from a
mile away.
Catch a whiff of what's
at nsu from The

COURTESY OF NSU SPORTS INFORMAnON

Senior Jonas Grundstrom helped the Sharks defeat Saint Leo University on Oct. 15.

Written by:
Kevin Preciado

Swimming and Diving began its
season on Oct. 7 as both the men and
women competed at the All-Florida
Invitational. This will be the second
year of the Swimming and Diving
program, and, though its history
may be short, it has already brought
success to the university.
In the program's first year,
the men captured a conference
championship, and both teams had
swimmers qualify for nationals.
Hollie Bonewit-Cron, head
coach, said last year was a good
"building year" and the teams are

ready to do better this year.
"I think our athletes did a
phenomenal job of getting in shape
over the summer, and it showed
coming into this fall, and our
performances in practice only helped
them in their meet," she said.
Ash Dougan, senior swimmer,
said the team has performed well,
and he thinks that with hard work
and effort, the team has what it takes
to repeat as conference champions.
"With all the new talent
pouring in, it's become much more
competitive within the team, which
will ultimately raise our level of
competition against others, too. With
us now being "the team to beat," as
we are conference champions, we are

going to have to step up our game in
every meet and also every practice,"
said Dougan.
Bonewit-Cron said she wants
both teams to win conference
championships this season, but the
main objective is to perform better at
the national level.
"I think at the national level,
which is our main focus, I would like
to see them place a lot higher than
what they did. They did a great job in
how they placed, but I think they can
place a lot better," she said.
Both teams defeated Saint
Leo University in their second
competition on Oct. 15. They
compete next against Rollins on
Nov.S.

.----
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Paranormal Activity 3: "The Office"
The paranoia will
without
follow you home
Steve Carell

COURTESY OF HOLLYWOODREPORTER.COM

Video records Katie (Chloe Csengery) and her younger sister Kristi (Jessica Tyler Brown) sleeping as a mysterious shadow lurks.

Written by:
Victoria Rajkumar
In case you were thinking this
movie franchise fell into the pattern
of redundancy - you were wrong.
Dead wrong.
For those of you living
"Paranormal
underground,
the
Activity" series revolves around the
unfortunate lives of Katie (Chloe
Csengery) and her younger sister
Kristi (Jessica Tyler Brown), who
have been tormented by a demon for,
practically, their entire lives.
I was super exdted to watch this
movie but I was hesitant because of
the usual slow-paced story line that
plagued movies one and two. Gimme
some action, please! It seems as though
the directors of "Paranormal Activity"
heard our pleas because Part 3 had
non-stop exdtement from the start.
Oh, by the way, the previews
you see on TV are bogus and are
not actually shown in the theatrical
movie (I smell multiple DVD
alternate endings).

After a brief recap, the film
starts in 1988 when Katie and
Kristi were kids. Their mother, Julie
(Lauren Bittner) and her boyfriend,
Dennis
(Christopher
Nicholas
Smith) had recently moved into a
new home and, low-and-behold,
some paranormal action goes down.
Dennis (like every other man in
the series) deddes it's time to pull out
the old video camera and investigate,
setting up cameras in his bedroom,
the kitchen and the girls' room. It
seems that videotaping will be a
never-ending trend in their lives.
What makes this movie
significantly
better
than
its
predecessors is the pace in which
the scary stuff occurs. Seriously,
they threw in crazy amounts of
"jump-out-at-you"
unexpected
moments that made me thank the
gods of Hollywood that this wasn't
made in 3D.
You know what's creepier than
being taken by surprise by demons
on the warpath? I'd say, demented
little girls in dresses talking to their

invisible demon buddy over tea.
Kristi, adorable and nalve to
the point of tears, has been BFF with
her "imaginary" friend Toby since
their arrival into the new home and,
of course, her mother thinks it's a
childish "phase" and ignores her
rather than assume Toby is going to
. murder them all in cold blood.
In the footage captured by
Dennis, we witness accounts of Toby's
shadowy presence padng through the
rooms. Kristi running through the
house in the dead of night speaking
to empty corners of the house. The
totally 80s babysitter getting stalked
by the unknown entity, and a game of
Bloody Mary that "shockingly" takes
a turn for the worse.
The best part of this movie is the
unexpected twist towards the end.
I was literally screaming and doing
that "peek-through-the-fingers-untilit's-safe" bit for practically the whole
last half of the film (along with the
rest of the movie-goers). I won't
divulge the details. You'll have to .
watch and see. Muahahaha.

VViitten by:
Kevin Preciado

"That's what she said." Fans
of the television series "The Office"
have come to associate this phrase
with Michael Scott (played by Steve
Carell), who is no longer on the show.
The question is: how has "The Office"
fared without Carell?
Although Steve Carell is one of
my favorite actors, I must say that the
show has not missed a beat since his
departure. This is no indictment on
Steve Carell, but rather a compliment
on the rest of the cast. John Krasinski,
Ed Helms, Craig Robinson and Rainn
Wilson continue to tickle my funny
bone week after week.
James Spader has been brought

in as Carell's replacement, and "The
Office" cast members may have found
themselves the "Ace of Spades." I
believe no individual can replicate
what Carell brought to "The Office,"
and that's why the addition of Spader
is a fantastic fit.
He doesn't try to outperform
anyone else; rather, he plays the
strange, silent type perfectly. He
brings mystery and intrigue to the
show, while fitting in with the rest of
the unique characters.
There are so many great
characters on the show, that even
the loss of the main character hasn't
adversely affected it. I look forward to
watching what crazy antics this cast is
up to every episode. It's still a fun and
enjoyable ride; oh yeah, "that's what
she said."

We're looking tor a tew
\\pen triends." Want to be
a contribu.ting writer?

Friday 11.4

November 1-November 6

Between The Buried and Me with
Animals as Leaders, Tesseract
~o;
Q.,-

Tuesday 11.1

~

Symphony of the Americas
Cirque de la Symphonie:
The Classical Encore Broward

Live 7 p.m.

Don King Presents
Championship Boxing Hard

Wednesday 11.2

Todd Rundgren Utopia Hard Rock Live.
Hollywood FL 8 p.m.

Broadwalk Concert Series Hollywood
Beach Theatre Johnston Street and Broadwalk,
Hollywood. FL

Thursday 11.3
Florida Panthers v.
Chicago Blackhawks Bank
Atlantic Center in Sunrise 7:30

Saturday 11.5

Yngwie Malmsteen Revolution

Center for the Performing Arts in
Fort Lauderdale 8:15 p.m.

Anthrax and Testament with Death
Angel Revolution Live 7 p.m.

Revolution Live 7 p.m.

Rock Live, Hollywood FL 6 p.m.

21 st Century Rat Pack Aventura Arts
and Cultural Center in Aventura 2 p.m.
and 8 p.m.

Sunday 11.6
Florida Panthers v. Tampa Bay
Lightening Bank Atlantic Center in Sunrise
7:30 p.m.
*Listen to Radio X - WNSU 88.5 for a chance to win
to tickets to these events. Call (954) 262 - 8460 from
6 p.m. - 3 a.m.

COMe to one Ot
ou.r weeklv Meeting.sJ
T u.esday.s .frOM

12-1

PM

Athletic.s and Student
A.f.fair.s BLtilding
(ASA) "ROOM 104
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Howl Met
My Column

November movies on
SUTV are full of fun
and excitement

W1,:tten by:
Stephanie FIelDing

T1liitten by:
Stephanie FIelDing

November is here. Soon we
will be eating lots of turkey and
wishing we lived somewhere where
the leaves turn colors and fall off
the trees. But one great thing about
November that we don't have to long
for is all great movies that come out
in time for the holidays. Lucky for
us, S UTV is following the trend with
some of the best movies around on
their November schedule.
Topping off that list is my
favorite movie of the year and one of
the funniest I've seen, "Bad Teacher."
Cameron Diaz is brilliant as the pot
smoking, cursing, all around bad
teacher who will do anything to get
the money for her boob job.
While we're laughing, there's
no way to go wrong with "Big
Daddy." It may be an older movie
but it never gets old. Instead it
brings back the good ole days
when Adam Sandler movies were
guaranteed to be hilarious. In the
movie, he reluctantly grows up
when he inadvertently becomes a
dad to a sweet little boy, and every
minute of will make you laugh out
loud. Ironically, it's the addition of
Sandler's own children that made
him lose his funny. Sigh.
Some other oldie but goodies on
the list include: Black Hawk Down,
Saving Private Ryan and Top Gun the movie that brought us "Goose,
you stud, take me to bed or lose me
forever" and Tom Cruise singing
"Baby, baby, I'd get down on my
knees for you ... " If that doesn't ring a

I met this week's column when I
decided I had had enough of watching
Chaz Bono highlights from "Dancing
WIth The Stars" and hearing about
how brave he is to be dancing in
public. I even heard him referred to as
a hero. That's when I knew someone
somewhere had gone too far and I had
something to say about it.
He can't dance and he's not
a star. So, why was Chaz Bono on
"Dancing With The Stars?" More
importantly, why did it take so long
for him to be voted off?
His moves were all wrong and
he danced like a hippo trying to iceskate. While the idea of that may be
funny, watching Chaz was not. He
wobbled around the stage, trotted
awkwardly from one corner to the
other and made his partner look bad.
There is something wrong with
the viewing public if they think that
he deserved to be voted for. My
opinion has nothing to do with his
sex or surgical decisions. It's just
about the way he dances and the
fact that he is not a star. I'm not a
big "DWTS" fan, but I used to be
able to watch the highlights without
cringing. Not with Chaz in them.
The worst part is that people
have called him a hero. For what?
He had surgery. Big deal. Millions
of people have had surgery. They're
not stars and they're not heroes just
because of it. But there is a true
American hero on that show and
if you want to support a hero, l.R.
Martinez is worth your admiration
and your votes.
l.R. is a former U.S. Army
soldier who was hit by a landrnine
while on a mission in Iraq. He was

COURTESY OF STARCASM.NET

Cameron Diaz learns how much money a car wash can earn her in "Bad Teacher."

bell, you have some movie watching
to do. You'll scream for Cruise as
soars in his fighter jet.
Then, if that and the recently
passed Halloween hasn't given you
enough to scream about, you'll have
to check out "Scream 4."The always
fun scare-fest with Courtney Cox
and David Arquette, who met, and
later married, during the filming of
the first "Scream" is sure to entertain
you and give you something to
scream about.
And while your blood is
pumping, check out "Fast Five,"
probably the most exciting movie
of the year. Go on high speed chases
with Yin Diesel through the streets of
Brazil and grip to the edge of your
seat as you find out what shenanigans
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he gets away with this time - or not.
I'm not telling but you won't regret
watching it.
If you're in a great mood, you
may regret watching "Pursuit of
Happyness," though. Not that it's a
.. bad movie. It's an excellent, moving
film full of inspiration and hope.
But I spent the entire movie with a
huge lump in my throat. Will Smith
ripped my heart out as the homeless
father who fights all odds to find
himself and his son a better life. So
be warned, bring your tissues.
I'd rather not cry during the
holiday months, so I think I'll get my
movie fix with Cameron and Adam.
But whatever you watch, you're sure
to say it was one of the best you've
seen in a while.

COURTESY OF NEWESTFUN.COM

Chaz Bono dances with his partner. Lacey
Schwimmer, on season 13 of "Dancing with the
Stars:

severely burned over 40 percent of
his body. But that didn't stop him
from comforting and motivating other
soldiers who had been burned. He is a
hero in every sense of the word.
And he is a star. He played
Brot Monroe, a wounded veteran, on
ABC's "All My Children" with all
the warmth and charisma that you
would expect from a hero.
So, wake up America. There
are heroes out there. Chaz Bono is
not one of them. Fortunately, he has
gone home. People seem to finally be
voting for the right reasons. Now we
can focus on a real hero for a change.

Sharks uniteD ~
Channel 96 MOVie Show Times: NoVemBer 1 -

30, 2011

For more information: www.noVa.eDU/Sharksunit~v,

(954) 262-2602, email Sharktv@nova.eJ)u

=SUTV MOVies
2011

2:00 AM

5:00 AM

Nov. 1

Fast Five

Nov. 2

Top Gun

.

",

=SUTV ProDuctions
~.

7:00 PM .. 11:00 PM

10:00 10-.30
PM

7:30 AM 10:00 PM 1:00 PM

4:00
PM
.

TopGun

BlackHawk
Down

Scream 4

Big Daddy

Saving Private Ryan

Bad Teacher

The Pursuit of
Happyness

The Pursuit
of Happy·
ness

Big Daddy

SavlngPrivateRyan

Scream 4

BlackHawk
Down

Fast Five

Bad Teacher

SUTV
News

Nov. 3

Saving Private
Ryan

Fast Five

Bad
Teacher

The Pursuit
of Happyness

Black Hawk
Down

Scream 4

Big Daddy

TOp Gun

SUTV
Hews

VJslon

Nov. 4

Big Daddy

Bad Teacher

Fast Five

TopGun

The Pursuit
of Happyness

Saving Prjvate Ryan

Scream 4

BlackHawk
Down

SUTV
News

Sports
Vision
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Gaming on the cheap
Written by: Davis Yahn

Florida may be the sunshine state, but
when it rains, it really rains.
Just near my house you can get the full
experience of fording a river like you are a
jungle explorer if it rains for more than a day. My
little car can't ford those rivers, so sometimes I
just stay horne, think dry thoughts and distract
myself from how ugly it is outside. A great way
to do this is by playing video games.
Call me old-fashioned, but when I was
growing up, if the sun was ' shining, I was
outside enjoying the day, but if it rained, I was
inside collecting the "Tri-Force" or racing karts
driven by plumbers and dinosaurs. I play video
games whenever I want now. The only problem
is how dam expensive this hobby has gotten. I
was at Wal-Mart the other day, and they wanted
$70 for a new release. I'm not sure who would
think that is a reasonable price but I'd imagine
he or she is not a college student.
A long time ago, a high school friend
introduced me to a great place to get video
games the gloriOUS and informative
Internet. There are all kinds of places online
where you can get the most for your buck.
Auctions, classifieds and streaming are some
great examples of how you can never leave
your house to get a game.
Applications like Stearn let you buy
games, download them and play them right on
your computer. If you've never used Steam,

it's an online store where you can buy a
large variety of games and then play them
almost instantly, but you never actually get a
physical copy of the game.
I prefer going to a store to get my games. I
like the physical copy, more stuff to lose. Not to
drop a plug here, but GameStop is a pretty good
choice when it comes to buying and selling
games. The stores in Broward operate like a
pawn shop and, literally, have you fingerprint
sign your transactions, which can be a little
weird, but saving $12.99 is all worth it.

There are other choices of used
video games, but I prefer GameStop. The
membership program they use enables you to
save a small percentage on some purchases
and gives you more on your trade.
Cool little tip about GameStop: they have a
seven day return policy that allows you to return
used games in exchange for other used games
of the same value. Bought a game and hated
it? Just trade it in for a new one. Don't like that
one either? Trade it again. Basically, GameStop
won't give you your money back, but at least you

don't get stuck with something you don't like.
The best advice I can give someone who
wants to play video games for cheap is to buy
an older system. An old Nintendo or Sega can
be found for less than $50, and there is still
tons of great fun to be had with it just as if it
was a new system.
Playing the waiting game is really the
best way to purchase video games today. So,
consider that before you fork over $60 to play
this year's "Madden." Paying full price is
for chumps.

THE FOUNTAINS
On,l S. Un iVer5it ~ Dr: Sui te C109. PIant ation. FL33324
·[P]9S417D7700 [C]S61 3740206
'W( iJOeicome iJOaLk-:Jn~

Want to write
a letter to the
editor?
We're all ears!
Email: nsunews@nova.edu
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Florida as paradise How to keep
•
NSU
germ-free
IS an overstatement
Written by:
Davis Yahn

Written by:
Alyssa Sterkel
Florida is paradise. That's what
my dad always says. The weather
is what brought him here, like most
people. However, the weather is
what's taking me away.
This summer it hit me. Florida is
hot. This state shouldn't be called the
sunshine state but rather the sunburn
state. From May to September, you
can't walk outside without wanting
a shower. This hot, hot weather is
miserable, and it boggles me why
people choose to live in it.
I was born and raised in South
Florida. I experience heat year round,
and I'm ready to call it quits. I want
four seasons - not two seasons of
hot and hotter.
I want to experience fall. I
want to see the leaves change colors
and fall off the trees. I want to start
lugging out my boots from the closet
and wearing sweaters and scarves. I
want to walk outside in October and
not sweat. Instead, over a month after
fall offiCially began, I say a prayer
for a little cold front just so I can
wear my boots, scarves and sweaters,
at least once before 2012.
South Floridians can't go
apple picking. We can't watch the
leaves turn orange, red and yellow.
We can't carve our pumpkins in the
beginning of October because fruit
flies will swarm like they've never
eaten before. We can't have bonfires
without sweating because it's still
humid, muggy and warm. We can't

Last week marked the 25 th
annual
International
Infection
Prevention Week. The week of
awareness celebrated the importance
of preventing infection. I, for
one, took this week seriously and
threw confetti in the air and played
Journeys's "Separate Ways" while
I washed my hands. I can't wait
until national hand washing week in
December. It's going to be a blast.
These two awareness weeks do,
however, bring attention to an issue
I have with the campus facilities,
more specifically, the bathrooms. No
matter how conscious of microbial
interactions you are, at least consider
the contact you make with germs
in the bathrooms on campus. Some

things you should not touch include
toilet handles - over 40,000 germs
can live on one of these. Luckily, you
can shield yourself from this with a
flimsy layer of toilet paper.
As effective as toilet paper
may be, I still want to know: where
are the automatic flushing toilets
and the "wave to receive" paper
towel dispensers? I'm not worried
that I will get a cold in the next few
months. I know I'm going to get a
cold. I just want to help other people
not get one too.
Upgrading the school would
not be cheap. The systems cost up
to around $400 each and require
installing. But they are well worth the
cost of keeping the NSU community
healthier, and it would modernize the
last place the school thought to look,
the bathroom.

Florida cannot be paradise if you have to build a sandman because there's no snow for a snowman.

go sledding, skiing or snowboarding.
We don't drink coffee or hot
chocolate because we actually need
to warm up. We don't huddle around
the fireplace for warmth. We can't
build snowmen in our front yards.
When "fall" does hit in
December, that's all we get - a
little cold weather and then back to
the heat. All Floridians experience
is cold weather in a warm state.
We can't do what Northerners do
because we have no snow, and we
can't do what Floridians do because
it's not warm enough. We're just
stuck doing our same old routine
with more layers on.

Now, I realize I say all of
this without ever experiencing a
Northern winter. When I move and
experience my first real cold front,
I will probably freeze my Floridian
butt off. I will probably complain
that my face is too cold and I hate
taking showers. However, I think I
will have more praise for Northern
weather than complaints.
I know I am a rare breed
in Florida. Many escape ·to this
paradise, but once I graduate my
plan is to move far, far away. And
hopefully, one day, I can say I've
experienced a white Christmas.

On the Scene:
"Getting together with my fellow peers
and having a good time dancing,
listing to music· all that stuff, having
a time to relax and rejuvenate
ourselves after we have been working
so hard this semester. I'm looking
forward to going to Opium." Nicolas
Vert, junior English major
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With no sports game to correspond with homecoming
this year, what are you most looking forward to about
homecoming week?
"I want to go to the raft races. I think that
would be cool because this is my first
year here. I want to see what people come
up with and how the races work out. The
comedian idea [Last Shark Standing] is a
great idea. It's bringing more students in
and incorporating them by giving them a
voice." Kate Bouzan, first-year college
student affairs graduate student

"The boat race, 'Anything
That Floats' raft race, that's
fun." Alyssa Mineo, junior
psychology major

"[I'm looking forward
to seeing] what kind of
dresses the girls are going to wear and
what kind of collective dances are
gonna be done. There is always some
kind of electric slide or square dance."
Gabrielo Banks, junior English major

NSU, come home.

"I'm looking forward to
[the dance] this year. It .
will actually be at
Opium. I'm 21, and
there will be a cash bar. I
am also looking forward
to the raft race." Andrea
Figueroa, sophomore
biology major

"I am excited for the raft race. It's fun
when people sink. Sometimes they
flip or dive off and that's fun to
watch. I'm probably going to be in it."
Justo Torres, senior exercise science
and sports major

-- - - - - - - -

Contributing Writer Edidon
Do you have what it takes to join our team? Grab a pen, and
fill in the blanks. Bring it with you to one of our weekly
meetings to hear your original story!

Adjective:
Noun:
Adjective:
Place:
Place:
Adjective:
Direction:
Direction:
Place:
Verb ending in -ed:
Adjective:
Verb:
Place:
Verb ending in -ed:
Name:
Number:
Letter:
Verb:
Verb ending in -ing:
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Meetings every Tuesday from 12-1 p.m.
ASA Building, Room 105
DISCLAIMER: Success of story dependent upon writer's skill and creativity : )
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